28o	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
philosophical attempts to restore psychic poise or
equanimity, which largely emanated from the Stoic
teaching, foundered upon their rationalism. Reason can
provide this desired equilibrium only to the man whose
reason is already an organ of balance. But for how many
individuals and at what period of history has this actually
been the case? As a general rule, a man must also
acquire the opposite of his own condition before he ifinds
himself, willy-nilly, in the middle way. For the sake of
mere reason he can never forgo the appealing sensuous-
ness of the immediate situation, Against the power and
temptation of the temporal, therefore, he must set the
joy of the eternal, and against the passion of the sensual,
the ecstasy of the spiritual. As real as the one is for him,
must the other be compellingly effective.
Through insight into the actual existence of his erotic
desire it is possible for Hermas to reach a realization of
this metaphysical reality; which means that the soul-
image also acquires that sensual libido which has hitherto
adhered to the concrete object. Henceforth this libido
bestows upon the image, the idol, that reality which from
all time the sense object has exclusively claimed as Its
own. Thus the soul is able to speak with effect, and
successfully enforce her claims.
After the talk with Rhoda recorded above, her image
vanishes, and the heavens close. In her stead there now
appears an " old woman in shining garments ", who informs
Hermas that his erotic desire is a sinful and foolish under-
taking against a venerable spirit, but that God is wroth
with him, not so much on that account but because he,
Hermas, tolerates the sins of his family. -In this adroit
way the libido is entirely withdrawn from the erotic wish
and is directed in its next swing into the social task. An
especial refinement lies in the fact that the soul has dis-
carded the Image of Rhoda and has taken on the aspect

